
Summer Camp:
Last summer I was so (ADJECTIVE) to go to camp with my friends. My (NOUN) was sad to see
me go, but they knew I’d enjoy (NOUN). At camp, I got to bunk with (NOUN) who kept me up
all night. At the end of camp, I (VERB) home. That was a (ADJECTIVE) experience.

First Day of School:
My first day of school I (VERB) to class because I was late. Unfortunately, I went to the wrong
class, and everyone (VERB). It was so embarrassing! I finally found my right class, and the
teacher was (ADJECTIVE) at me. The rest of the class (ADJECTIVE) at me, but I was just
(EMOTION) I made it to class.

Blind Date:
My best friend had decided to set me up on a blind date. I was (ADJECTIVE) about it, but also
(ADJECTIVE). We decided to (VERB) to the movies. When we got there, my date (VERB) soda
all over my new shirt. I was so (ADJECTIVE). After the movie they asked if I wanted to go on
another date. I (VERB) into the night and never went on a blind date again.

New Roommate:
My first year of college, I had a roommate. They moved away, so I was given a new one. I was
really (ADJECTIVE) to meet them. When we met, they were (ADJECTIVE) and I was in shock.
They enjoyed (VERB) which was something I disliked. THey also liked (VERB) and I knew we
wouldn’t get along. After this experience, I am (VERB) away and getting my own apartment.

Job Interview:
Last week I had a job interview with BSU. I was (ADJECTIVE) for it, but also (ADJECTIVE).
Of course, I was late and had to (verb) in order to make it on time. When I got there I was late, so
I (ADJECTIVE) and hurried into my interview. The person was nice and I (ADJECTIVE)
myself. I should know if I got the job next week. I’m so (ADJECTIVE)!

The Boat:
Over the summer I went boating with my friends. My friend decided we should stop and swim.
When I got in the water I was (ADJECTIVE). I started (VERB) as fast as I could. My friends
were all (ADJECTIVE) at me. I was super (ADJECTIVE) and got back on the boat. The rest of
the day was fun, but I will never forget that day and how (ADJECTIVE) I was.

Skydiving:
For my birthday I decided to go skydiving with my friends. I was really (EMOTION) but also
(EMOTION). While we were in the plane waiting to go, my friend (VERB) and scared everyone.
We (VERB) at them and everyone started to calm down. When it came time to jump, I felt so



(EMOTION) as I was falling. After the jump, I felt so (EMOTION) and decided I wanted to go
again!

The Hike:
Last weekend I went hiking with my best friend. They were super (EMOTION) about it, while I
was more (EMOTION). When we started, my friend (verb) up the hill while I (VERB) much
slower. My friend made it to the top first and (ADJECTIVE), while I took my time getting there.
When I finally made it, I felt (EMOTION). I decided I wanted to go again, but I would work out
before!


